The Quantum Powerhouse of Healing & Transmutation of Energies
Aether-Mist Void
Constitution of the 4 Terrestrial Elementary Forces
Crystal Sphere Of Divine Inspiration And Source
Reinforcement of the 12x12 Crystalline Grid
The Cycle of Infinity In Closed Energy Systems
Divine Propulsion (Impulse, Driving Force, Motivation)
Bioelectromagnetic
Powerhouse Invocation
Expansion of the Mind
(Absolution)
Godhead, The Light From Above- The Provider Of Life
The Right Hand of God
Inner Glow (Sanctuary)
Inner Clarity Amidst External Reign of Chaos

(Miscreant: From Stipulating Chaos A New Order)
Condensed Rainbowic Energy (Sacred Flames Operating In Unison, United Forces, Strength In Unity)
Revolution/Orbit- Turnstile Mechanism In Motion
Gathering The Essence of A Sacred Flame
Second Sight, Third Eye Adjustment - Realignment of Vision, Shift of Perspective
The Source Pool of Procreation
The Angelic Ensemble
Universal Light Epicentre,
The All-Seeing Eye of God
Attainment of the State of Ultimate Clarity (Clairsentience, Clairvoyance, Claircognizance)
Whirlpool-Suction, Emerge Renewed On The Other Side (Transcendence)
“Ring Of Fire” Alchemical Transmutator Soul Technology
The White Cosmos - Void Of Life, Inner Universe Exploration